Weddings

From the big moments to the small details

YOUR DAY...

We capture everything; from the big
moments and couples portraits, to the
small details. Nothing will go unnoticed,
after all, your wedding day is built from all
those carefully planned elements.
We know how important your wedding is, so we will
approach every moment with the same care and
attention you have. We maintain respect for your
celebrations, balancing discretion and engagement in
order to deliver the very best experience and memories.
We build our coverage around your individual plans;
starting with your morning preparations, proceeding
through your ceremony, wedding breakfast and
celebrations.
We also know how easy it is to get swept away in the
beautiful busyness of a wedding. That’s why we like
to offer you the opportunity to bask in each others
company in a secluded spot, to catch up and soak up
the realisation that you are finally married. We’ll whisk
you away for a short period and guide you with some
gentle direction as we take a selection of our signature
stunning and candid portraits, capturing your natural
chemistry.

Our goal is to provide you with the very
best photographs of your momentous day,
so you can hold these memories close for
many years to come.

...YOUR WAY

PRE-WEDDING SESSION
Pre-wedding photoshoots are a fabulous
opportunity to get used to being in front of the
camera, celebrate this very special chapter of
your relationship and possibly even provide you
with images for your wedding stationary.
We like to make you feel at ease when being
photographed so we use engagement shoots as
an opportunity for our couples to get to know us
and our style so you’re completely ready for the
experience on your wedding day.

OUR PACKAGE
• Unlimited Coverage - Your wedding day covered start
to finish by Colin, using professional cameras and lenses,
from the bridal preparations to your guests joining you on
the dance floor after your first dance.
• A pre-wedding consultation to discuss your day and
requirements, which also allows us all to get to know each
other.

Within 4 weeks of your wedding day you will
receive a beautiful presentation box complete
with:
• Presentation USB with 500+ individually and professionally
edited, high-resolution digital images, plus copies suitable
for social media or email. These are yours to print and
distribute for personal use.
• A slideshow of your images provided on both USB and
online for easy viewing no matter where you are.
• Password protected online gallery of your images for easy
sharing with family and friends.

£950

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Second Photographer
• Full coverage of both the bride and groom preparations because sometimes the boys like coverage too!
• Multiple angles of the ceremony, speeches and reception.
• Additional organisation during group photographs,
speeding up the process.
• Ability to undertake more complex or adventurous couple
portraits.

£250
Pre-Wedding Session
• 1-2 hour photoshoot.
• 50+ individually and professionally edited, high-resolution
digital images, plus copies suitable for social media or
email that you are free to print and distribute for personal
use.
• Password protected online gallery of your images for easy
sharing with family and friends.

£150
Albums
• Prices start at £350

TESTIMONIALS
We built our business with a single clear aim; to provide our couples with a stunning visual account of their special
day. Photographs that you will bring out again and again, share with friends and family, and last a lifetime. We
cover your day with no clock-watching, capturing the big moments and the smallest details, and focussed on
you, and our couples agree:

Catherine and Edward:
We have just got back from honeymoon and
seen our wedding photos! Wow, they are
amazing! Thank you so much. We have loved
looking through them all and it brought
back such special memories. Thank you for
capturing the day perfectly. Xx

Isabel and Frank:
Colin and Rae did an absolutely perfect job of
capturing what we wanted on our wedding
days in Bristol and Wales. Our brief was a bit
vague and useless (!) but Colin knew exactly
what he needed to get. It was lovely having
someone as relaxed yet purposeful as Colin
take our photos. The quality and composition
of the pictures are stunning. A massive thank
you!

Natalie and Thomas:
Finding a suitable photographer for our wedding was the job we kept putting off as it was the least fun bit of
our day... or so we thought. Then we met Colin and Rae. They are so fun and chilled... and real. From the very first
meeting we were put at ease and made to feel so comfortable. We explained that we were daunted by the idea
of having a camera around us, and the thought of being asked to pose in a certain way just filled us with dread!
Colin and Rae took this on board and were happy to work with us. No posing and cheesy grins! Everything caught
on camera was real and natural and this really shows in their work. Their down to earth approach made us feel so
relaxed, like we were just out with some friends taking a few snaps of the day! We were just expected to enjoy
the moment and it has made for fantastic pictures (not to mention a very relaxed Bride and Groom on the day!!)
We are absolutely thrilled with our photos and Colin and Rae really went above and beyond for our wedding. We
(two of the most camera shy people in town) are now even considering future milestone photos shoots with
these guys. Thank you for everything!! We are so grateful, not only for making us feel so relaxed with this very new
experience, but for creating such an FANTASTIC wedding album that we are so proud to show off!
Absolutely fantastic photographers, highly recommended! Mr and Mrs J xx

Alice and Graeme:
Thank you so much for everything you did. Not only the photos but also being so amazingly helpful and friendly
with everyone. So many people commented on what a lovely man you were - thank you so much for being the
photographer at our wedding!

Louise and Richard:
We couldn’t have asked for nicer people to have worked with on our
big day. Colin and Rae went above and beyond to get great shots
for us and didn’t leave until they were happy they did (working
well over 12 hours). We couldn’t be happier with Peakography and
would recommend them to anyone.

COLIN

RAE

I’ve been running Peakography with Rae since 2015,
although our combined history in design and digital
arts spans decades.

My role is all about you. I offer advice, information, and
endless wedding chatter, fuelled by my trusty cup of
Yorkshire Tea (seriously, who can work without one?).

I’m what you might call “active”, and take full
advantage of what the beautiful Peak District has
to offer; climbing, trail running and hiking.

I’m a creative spirit; I spent my early childhood
making clothes for my (many) cuddly toys, studied
Art and Drama in school, and completed a degree in
Theatre Design.

I have my dad to thank for many of my passions. He
put my first SLR camera in my hands when I was a
toddler, my Pentax ME Super. This very camera got
me my first Press Pass in 2005 for Rock in the Castle,
it’s safe to say that I was the only photographer
changing a film in the press pit during Terrorvision!
Being based in Sheffield puts me in a perfect
position to cover weddings all over the country,
which ticks of another of my favourite things; travel
and exploration.

My more recent years have been devoted to my
daughter, Ada, who does her best to keep the entire
family on their toes! She’s invariably got a huge grin
on her face, often finding herself the focus of our
photographs and enjoying our penchant for silly
hats!
As Ada’s grown I’ve had the chance to pick up my
pen again and re-explore my artistry. Things have
expanded into the digital era and I now spend a lot
of time with a stylus in hand and graphics tablet in
front of me doodling away.
Colin and I have been working together in a variety
of capacities for most of the last 10 years and have
become a very tight team, and lifelong partners.

YOUR QUESTIONS...
HOW DO WE BOOK?
To secure your wedding date we require a 25% deposit. Full balance is due
28 days prior to your wedding date.
WHO WILL ATTEND?
Colin attends every wedding, but you can choose to book a second
photographer through Peakography.
SHOULD WE BOOK A SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER?
A second photographer allows us to cover both bride and groom
preparations, more angles during your ceremony and celebrations, and
more scope for creative or adventurous portrait photographs.
DO WE MEET YOU BEFORE THE WEDDING?
We want our coverage of your day to be as personal as possible and noone knows your plans for your wedding better than you, so we encourage
couples to meet us before booking. It helps us get to know each other and
for you to feel comfortable with us.
HOW MUCH OF THE DAY DO YOU COVER?
We make individual arrangements to suit you and your day. We begin when
you start to get ready and provide continued coverage throughout your
day, right up to your first dance and beyond. We will require a break to eat
but we try to fit this during your mealtime so as to minimise the time we’re
unavailable.
WILL YOU WORK WITH OUR VIDEOGRAPHER?
We are happy to work with videographers, just let us have their details prior
to the wedding so we are prepared and can make contact if necessary.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU NEED?
We ask for a hot meal during the day, it needn’t be fancy (a bar meal will do!)
and we aim to have this whilst you’re eating so as not to impact our coverage
of your day.
WHAT AREAS DO YOU COVER?
Our prices include travel within a 40 miles radius, but we love the opportunity
to cover weddings throughout the UK and beyond. Any cost implications are
discussed on an individual basis.
WHAT WILL YOU WEAR?
We will always dress smartly and neutrally to be as unobtrusive as possible.
ARE YOU INSURED?
We have full liability insurance and all our equipment is insured.
CAN WE CANCEL OR CHANGE THE DATE?
We would refund your full deposit if cancellation is in the 14 days after the
receipt of your deposit. Cancellation between day 14 and 90 days before your
wedding date and we will retain your deposit. Cancellation in the 12 weeks
prior to your wedding date will require full payment.
If you wish to change your date we will try to accommodate you, but this
depends on our availability, if we are unavailable it will be treated as a
cancellation.
WOULD YOU EVER CANCEL?
We would only cancel in an instance of non-payment. Our policy is to uphold
our contract with you in all but the most extreme of circumstances. If there
was a reason we were unable to attend we would do all we could to arrange
for a suitable replacement photographer.

...ANSWERED

Mobile
Email
Visit

07739 815 403
info@peakography.co.uk
28 Kenwood Park Road,
Sheffield,
South Yorkshire, S7 1NF
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